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Making the most of marketing might

BY NANCY DAHLBERG
ndahlberg@MiamiHerald.com

Entrepreneur Susie Kreitman Taylor moved quickly to get her baby product into a lot of stores,
from Florida to New York to California.

What she learned, though, is that before trying to sell her multipurpose bib to the masses, she
first needed to educate her target customer and create demand. She now takes her marketing
message mom to mom.

Taylor, a mother of two boys and an actress, was a semi-finalist in last year's Business Plan
Challenge for Bibbitec, her eco-friendly, easy to clean, oversized baby's bib that can also be
used as a burp cloth, diaper changing pad, blanket and art smock, for starters.

Since last year, said Taylor, ``I have learned my market, my price point, and what trees not to
bark up. Large stores can't help me if their customer has not heard of my product,'' she said,
explaining that most retailers do not have the time to demonstrate Bibbitec's features.

Today, Taylor has done an about-face on her strategy. She's now all about demonstrating her
product and explaining its benefits at community events, consumer-oriented trade shows and in
videos and other social media.

Throughout the process, she received valuable feedback from retailers and customers that led to
product and marketing changes. She has refined her message and further defined her brand --
for instance, for a while she had two completely different logos. Now she has one that's simple
and clean, nostalgic and easily identifiable for her made-in-Miami product.

Nicholas Castaldo, one of the judges for this year's Business Plan Challenge, says that's
important because while entrepreneurs put a lot of energy into getting their message out, many
are not paying enough attention to getting it right.

Entrepreneurs need to ask themselves what their product or service stands for, Castaldo said.
How it is different? How is it better? How is it special? Then they need to be able to articulate this
and keep their message on track, which can be a challenge in today's social media environment.

``It's great that the entrepreneur has more tools but the danger is that the message flows in
different directions and ends up muddled or fragmented,'' said Castaldo, who is vice president
and equity partner of Anthony's Coal Fired Pizza and teaches marketing and entrepreneurship at
Nova Southeastern University. ``Inconsistency is the enemy of small brands.''

While startups don't have big research budgets, Castaldo said entrepreneurs can get in front
prospective customers, retailers and suppliers and ask for their gut reaction about the product or
service and whether it will get traction in the marketplace.

John Fleming, a serial entrepreneur who helped lead a recent workshop at Florida International



University called Developing a Killer Business Plan, is a believer in customer research, too.

``There are no facts inside your office,'' said Fleming, CEO of Outcome Labs and also a
Challenge judge. ``You need to test your hypothesis: Do your potential customers really have the
problem you think they do? Will your product or service solve their problem at a price they are
willing to pay?''

Fleming says customer development should be done in parallel with product development. He
suggests drawing a day in the life of a customer before and after your product.

Once an entrepreneur has done all this, here are some low-cost marketing tactics to use,
suggested by Castaldo, who is teaching a new course at Nova on Entrepreneurial Marketing:

• Create brand ambassadors. They can be customers, employees, retailers and suppliers that
talk favorably about your product.

• Choose a telegraphic name and logo. That way it works for you. Small businesses don't have
the budgets to explain their names.

• Embrace social media. Beyond Facebook and Twitter, many industries have semi-influential
bloggers and websites that can pick up on your product or service and help carry the message.

• Seek media exposure. Some entrepreneurs shy away from this because they can't totally
control the results, but that's a mistake, Castaldo said. It adds a credibility factor an entrepreneur
can't get with an ad.

• Partner with charities. In addition to supporting a good cause, companies can find a loyal base
of supporters that could become customers as well as gain extra leverage in getting their stories
out.

• Join selected groups. The Chamber, Rotary or industry-specific organizations can offer a
platform of credibility to pitch your business.

• Use targeted e-mails, such as e-newsletters. They can create a one-one-one emotional bond by
including recipients as subscribers, members or followers.

Taylor has used many of these tools. After teaching herself how to produce videos, she posted a
dozen on YouTube, and linked them to Bibbitec.com, her Facebook page and Twitter account.
They show the Bibbitec in use in yoga class or at a bagel shop -- and at home with the kids
making cookies. Her product has been reviewed by mommy bloggers and other media, such as
South Florida Parenting. She donates products to charities and is aligned with Adopt a
Classroom, Hope for Vision and 1% for the Planet.

Taylor gets in front of her customers -- literally -- at town fairs, holiday events, school functions
and the recent It's a Baby & Family Expo in Fort Lauderdale. She has cultivated plenty of brand
ambassadors -- although she calls them ``my people.''

For example, a woman from California saw a Facebook comment a friend of Taylor's made about
the bib, and she in turn checked it out and asked to buy 10 at a slight discount. She is now
selling them to her friends.

``What I like about this is that since the product works, a mom is totally giving us the vote,''
Taylor said.



Since her launch in October, Taylor has sold more than 1,500 bibs, which she has recently been
selling for about $20 during specials. Her product is in 16 stores on the East Coast -- including
Nini and Loli in Aventura and Safer Kids and Homes in Miami. Store and online sales are
improving -- thanks to fellow moms.

``When I was a new mom, if I found a product I was really happy with, I couldn't stop talking
about it,'' said Taylor. ``It's the same thing. The best marketing has been a mom telling a mom.''
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